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Measurement of water pressure decreases during the construction of drilled piles in 

Berlin

La mesure de la pression d’eau est reduite pendant la construction de pieux fores a Berlin

U. Ernst & O.Stahlhut -  Institut fiirG rundba u und Bodenmechanik, Technische U nive rsita t Braunschweig, G e rm a ny

H.Seeburger- B ilfin g e r+  Berge rBa uaktie ngese llscha ft, M annheim, G e rm a ny

ABSTRACT: The Institute for Foundation Engineering and Soil Mechanics at the Technical University Braunschweig (IGB-TUBS) 
realized water pressure measurements at the manufacture of drilled piles in collaboration with Bilfinger + Berger Bauaktiengesellschaft, 

branch for special deep workings Mannheim. For the manufacture of the drill holes drillbuckets and sand- and gravelpumps were used. 
For the measurement pressure sensors were introduced into the drill hole to ascertain the pressure variations against time scale. Pressure 

variations from more than 25 m water column were registrated. An other topic of investigation was to define the technical effort which is 
necessary to achieve a sufficient information about the water pressure conditions in the drill hole. Further investigations are still in 

process.

RESUME: L’institut de technique des fondations et de mecanique des sols de l’Universite Technique de Braunschweig en cooperation 

avec Bilfinger + Berger AG a realise pour la mise en place de pieux fores des mesures de pression hydrometric. Pour la realisation des 

trous fores, on a utilises des tubes a sediments et des pompes a sable et gravier. Des capteurs pressiometriques ont ete installe dans le trou 

fore afin de mesurer les differences pressiometriques dans le temps. On a constate des differences pressiometriques de plus de 25 m 

d’hauteurs d’eau. De plus, on a cherche avec quels moyens techniques on pouvait obtenir des resultats fiables de pressions 

hydrometriques dans le trou fore. Des examens supplementaires sont en cours.

1 INTRODUCTION

It is commonly known that the manufacture of a drilled pile 

causes a soil loosening. The knowledge about the danger of soil 
loosening is reflected in the German standard DIN 4014. The 

Institute for Foundation Engineering and Soil Mechanics at the 

Technical University Braunschweig (IGB-TUBS) has been 

investigating for a long period soil-mechanical procedures that 
occur at the bottom of the drill hole. The phenomenon of 

hydraulic base failure while pulling the drilltools is particularly to 

be mentioned. In this context the IGB-TUBS performed 

measurements of water pressure in the drill hole while the 

manufacture of drilled piles at three projects in Berlin. The 

drillprogress which was realized with drillbucket and sand- and 

gravelpumps was surveyed with measuring tools. The degree of 
lead, the depth of the drill hole and the water level in the casing 

were measured. Moreover electronic pressure sensors were 

applied to record continuously information about the pressure 

distribution in the drill hole and the pump during the pile 

manufacture. The data of the different measuring points are 

plotted as change of pressure against time scale. With this a 

causal link of the measured values and the manufacture progress 

is shown.

2 METHOD OF TEST

In the following the method of test of the water pressure 

measurement is exposed. For this the method of test was varied 

according to the measuring tasks. For the first water pressure 

measurements water pressure sensors (crusher gauges) 
connected to an A/D transducer were used. To record the data, 

this A/D transducer was connected with to a computer, which 

permitted to plot already on the site the first results in diagrams.

The water pressure sensor was fitted to hollow steel rods of

1.5 m length, which could be bolted together. These hollow rods 
served as the running of the cable and protection against damage 

of the cable in the casing. To carry through the measurement, the 

pressure sensor was located with the rods above the bottom of 

the drill hole. According to the size of the different drillbuckets, 
the rods were lowered between the wall of the drill hole and the 

drillbucket or in the suction pipe of the drillbucket. Once the

sensor was placed in the desired position the recording of data 

could begin and the bucked was pulled. Then the rods with the 

sensor were taken out of the hole so that the drilling process 

could proceed untroubled. In the described way the changes of 
the water pressure during the process of heave up of the 

drillbucket from the drill hole bottom was measured in different 

depths. The measurements were carried out with the drillbucket 
being empty and filled. Also the pulling velocity was alternated. 

Figure 1 and figure 2 show the sketch of the measurement and 

test setup.

Sketch of the measurement
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Figure 1

Additionally to the water pressure measurement driving tests 
(dynamic penetration tests) (DPH) were carried out before and 
after the manufacture of the piles in different distances to it.

In November 1995 water pressure measurements at the 
construction of drilled piles (0  118 cm) with sand- and 
gravelpumps were performed in collaboration with Bilfinger + 
Berger Bau-aktiengesellschaft, branch for special deep workings 
Mannheim. For this project the measurement setup was improved 
and the measuring concept was extended. The essential 
conceptual feature was the location of pressure sensors inside 

and outside of the pump.
This time four pressure sensors were used during the 

manufacturing of the piles. Due to the fact that the measurements 
had to be done in a depth of 25 m the solution with the hollow
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cab le  rope

Figure 2 Figure 4

inside the pump during the pump process.

Pressure sensor A3: The pressure sensor A3 was fixed at the 
cable rope of the pump. The recorded data gave information 
about the pressure variation while pulling the pump in function of 
time.

Pressure sensor A4: The pressure sensor A4 was placed with 
hollow steel rods about 3 m under water surface to control the 
water level variation during the tests.

Figure 3 and 4 show the sketch of the measurement and test 
setup. The measurements were carried out with two different 
pumps (pump 1: outside diameter 780 mm, inside diameter 
600 mm; pump 2: outside diameter 970 mm, inside diameter 
770 mm). For technical reasons it was not possible to fix sensor 
A2 at pump 2.

All in all six measurements were performed during the 
manufacture of the pile, two with the small pump and four with 
the large one.

steel rods to locate the sensors above the hole bottom was no 
longer applicable. A new setup in which the sensors were 
introduced into the drill hole together with the pump was 
applicated. For this a mobile lance with the sensor inside was 
developed and fixed outside at the pump. This solution offered 
the possibility to keep the sensor above the bottom of the drill 
hole while the pump was pulled up.

In the following the situation and target of each sensor is 

explained.
Pressure sensor Al: The pressure sensor Al was introduced 

with the pump into the drill hole with the lance. After the 
procedure of suction the pressure sensor was pulled out of the 
drill hole with the lance in a short time lag after the pump. As the 
lance was moveable fitted at the pump it was able to measure the 
water pressure during the suction and loosening process right on 
the bottom of the drill hole.

Pressure sensor A2: The pressure sensor A2 was fixed directly 

at the casing of the pump. This sensor transmitted the pressure

3 APPLIED MEASURING TECHNIQUE

Piezoresistive pressure sensors were applied for all measuring. 
The sensitivity of the sensors permitted to determine pressure 

variations from the density variations caused by the upwhirling 
process (mixture water/sand) above the hole bottom during the 
manufacture. The sensors were protected by a cap to prevent 
adulteration of the measuring by flow pressure caused by the 
pulling-up of the pump. These protection caps were developed 
and tested in incident flow at the IGB-TUBS

The recording of measured data was done with an A/D 
transducer with a scan frequency from 3 values per second for 
each sensor. For the last measuring project up to four sensors 

and a analogous dat-recorder as second independent data 
recording set were used. During the analogous recording the data 
was also digitized and filed on PC and additionally shown 
graphically on-line on the screen. By these means the data
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acquisition setup could be surveyed and if necessary improved. 
During the measuring in the drill hole the course of manufacture 
could be visualized by the real time plotting of the data. The 
combination of analogous data recording and digitized real time 
plotting permitted to reproduce each measured working 

operation in high quality and with less technical effort. The two 
independent data acquisition systems were employed to analyze 
how many technical resources were needed two assure a 
satisfying data set. A final comparison of benefit and effort is still 
not possible.

4 PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

The following explains the pressure variations exemplary with 
measuring 6. The data set was subdivided in 5 phases.

Phase 1: Set down of the pump in the drill hole.
In phase 1 it can be seen that sensor Al is introduced first into 

the drill hole. Due to the setup the sensor A2 follows later 
(sec 10). Between sec 10 and 110 the pump was lowered 
continuously. In contrast with A2 the sensor Al is characterized 
by an unsteady progress in penetration into the drill hole (non
parallelism of the shapes from Al and A2 during the sinking 
progress). This is explained by the way A2 was introduced into 
the hole: the sensor was brought in manually at the top edge of 
the pump with a rope. At sec 65 the sensor at the cable rope A3 
is introduced in the drill hole. Between sec 120 and 150 sensor 
A4 was prepared and introduced into the drill hole.

Phase 2: The pump is settled on the hole bottom and sensor Al 

is positioned.
Phase 2 is characterized by the lowering of sensor Al on the 

drill hole bottom. Two peaks are clearly recognized at sec 160 
for sensor Al. These are caused by the manual lowering of the 
sensor lance. This ensured that the lance was above the bottom 
before the first pump stroke. During the positioning of the lance 
the pump was in rest, which is shown by the measuring curves 
from sensors A2 and A3. The curve from sensor A4 shows that 
the water level in the hole is in rest.

Phase 3: Pump stroke

The curves from Al and A2 show at sec 169 the beginning of 
the first pump stroke, which is characterized by a fast drop in 
pressure within a few seconds. Inside of the pump (A2) there is a 

larger drop in pressure than outside (Al). After 7 seconds a 
rising of pressure is clearly seen. Regarding sensor A3 the 
plunger stroke is clearly seen and also the short time water level 
rise caused by this (sensor A4).

After this no more water level alternation are observed. After 
sec 176 the pressure balance occurs. The following peaks of the 

curves are caused by the pitching motion of the pump.

Phase 4: 2nd pump stroke.

Phase 4 is mainly to be compared with phase 3. The maximum 
pressure difference and the time lag of water pressure alternation 
are smaller than in phase 3. A small rise and posterior decrease of 
the water level in the drill hole can be observed. So it is clearly 
seen that the bigger water pressure alternations take place at the 
first pump stroke.

Phase 5: Heave up of the pump from the hole bottom, pulling 
out of the pump.

In phase 5 the pump is lifted causing a much more smaller 
pressure difference than in phase 3 and phase 4 (Al, A2) for a 
short period. From sec 290 the step by step pulling of the pump 
is observed. At sec 340 the outpulling of the pump is interrupted 
and sensor A4 is taken out of the drill hole.
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